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Chemistry 3.2 Internally assessed 
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Demonstrate understanding of spectroscopic  
data in chemistry

Copy correctly 
Up to 3% of a workbook 
Copying or scanning from ESA workbooks is 
subject to the NZ Copyright Act which limits 
copying to 3% of this workbook.

Spectroscopy
Data tables for IR absorption frequencies and 13C NMR chemical shifts, masses of possible fragments, and a 
periodic table will be provided by your teacher.

Spectroscopy is used to identify chemical substances using the way light (electromagnetic radiation) and matter 
interact.

The basic principle of spectroscopy is that when a beam of electromagnetic radiation is passed through a 
sample of a substance, the substance will absorb some of the energy in such a way that information is available 
about the structure and properties of that substance.

The electromagnetic spectrum covers the following range of radiation types and wavelengths:
γ-rays (gamma)

10–12 m

X-rays

10–10 m

ultraviolet – UV

10–8 m

visible light

10–6 m

infrared – IR

10–5 m

microwave

10–2 m

radio waves

103 m

Electromagnetic radiation of different wavelengths (or frequencies) is absorbed in many different ways by 
molecules, giving rise to different spectroscopic methods, such as infrared spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy.

Diagnostic methods for determining structure to be studied in Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2) are:
• infrared (IR) spectroscopy
• nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
• mass spectrometry.

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy
Uses radiation in the infrared range (wavelength 2.5–25 × 10–6 m); IR excites the vibration of molecular bonds. 
The absorption of infrared energy gives information about the functional groups present in a molecule.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
NMR spectroscopy uses radiation in the radio wave range (wavelength 0.3–300 m), which causes the nuclei in 
some atoms to change magnetic orientation. This gives information about how atoms of certain nuclei (such as 
13C atoms) in a molecule are connected together, as well as how many atoms of this type are present in different 
locations in the molecule.

Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (a non-spectroscopic technique) uses:
• the mass-to-charge ratio of the molecular ion to find the molar mass of the molecule
• the pattern of molecular ion fragments to give information about the structure of the molecule.
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20  Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2)

Infrared spectra
An infrared spectrometer detects how the transmission of infrared radiation varies with wavenumber – units 
are cm–1 (the inverse of wavelength – units are cm) – as IR passes through a sample.

The wavenumber is proportional to the frequency (energy) of the vibration of each bond in the molecule. These 
vibrations may involve bond stretching or bond bending. The stretch or bend must produce a change in 
molecular dipole moment for the vibration to be observed.

Molecules may have many bonds with many possible vibrations, so an IR spectrum for a molecule can have 
absorptions at many different wavenumbers. This results in a unique spectrum for each substance.

Example – ethanol, CH3CH2OH

The spectrum of ethanol, CH3CH2OH, shows distinct ‘peaks’ for % transmittance of IR radiation at 
certain wavenumbers. (These look like ‘troughs’ in the example given, as less light passes through 
when energy is absorbed.) The peaks in the spectrum correspond to the presence of O–H, C–O and 
C–H bonds.

The graph shows the IR spectrum for ethanol:
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The O–H bond stretch may be identified as a broad peak at 3 400 to 3 300 cm–1 and the C–H stretch as 
a peak just below 3 000 cm–1. The C–O stretch is identified as the strong peak just above 1 000 cm–1 
(but is muddled to some extent with other peaks in this region).

Propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol have exactly the same types of bonds as ethanol, so will show similar peaks. 
This is where the fingerprint region, to the right-hand side of the spectrum (1 500 to 500 cm–1) is useful. 
The fingerprint region is complex and different for each different compound. It can only be used to identify a 
compound if it is compared with the spectrum of a pure sample of the compound.

Many functional groups and some sub-structures of organic molecules have characteristic vibrations (usually 
stretches) which are not affected by the rest of the molecule. If you concentrate on these characteristic 
absorbances, and ignore most of the other peaks present in the spectrum, you can get useful information about 
some of the structures present.

IR spectra may also 
be shown as % 
absorbance against 
wavenumber, in 
which case the ‘peaks’ 
are actually peaks 
pointing upwards.
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Demonstrate understanding of spectroscopic data in chemistry  21

The useful functional group region is found between 1 500 and 4 000 cm–1. The vibrations highlighted in 
the following table are the most useful diagnostic peaks because they are strong and unambiguous. The other 
vibrations listed may be identified once a structure has been proposed, using other spectroscopic techniques.

Useful diagnostic molecular vibrations
Characteristic ranges for infrared absorption due to stretching vibrations of different functional groups are given 
in the table following.

Note:
• a ‘strong’ vibration shows as a peak with low % transmittance (or high % absorbance)
• a ‘weak’ vibration shows as a peak with high % transmittance (or low % absorbance)
• a ‘broad’ peak covers a wide range of wavenumbers
• a ‘sharp’ peak covers a narrow range of wavenumbers.

Functional group Vibration Wavenumber / cm–1 Comments

alkane  C–H stretch  2 950–2 800 C–H stretch occurs in most organic molecules 
(always below 3 000 cm–1)

alkene  C=C–H stretch  3 100–3 010 C=C–H stretch always just above 3 000 cm–1

alkyl halide 

 C–F stretch
 C–Cl stretch
 C–Br stretch
 C–I stretch

 1 400–1 000
 785–540
 650–510
 600–485

C–X stretches occur in the fingerprint region, 
so not good diagnostic peaks

alcohol
 O–H stretch 
 C–O stretch

 3 600–3 300 
 1 260–1 000

O–H stretch very strong and very broad – 
good diagnostic peak
C–O stretch is very strong but appears in the 
upper fingerprint region, so is more difficult 
to identify

aldehyde  C=O stretch  1 725 C=O stretch is very strong – very good 
diagnostic peak

ketone  C=O stretch  1 715 C=O stretch is very strong

carboxylic acid
 O–H stretch 
 C=O stretch 
 C–O stretch

 3 400 
 1 730–1 700 
 1 320–1 210

O–H stretch and C=O stretch are very strong

acyl chloride
 C=O stretch 
 C–Cl stretch

 1 810–1 775 
 730–550

C=O stretch is very strong

ester
 C=O stretch 
 C–O stretch

 1 750–1 735 
 1 260–1 160

C=O stretch is very strong

amine
 N–H stretch 
 (1 per bond)

 3 500–3 300 N–H stretch in same region as O–H stretch, 
but sharper and weaker

amide
 N–H stretch
 C=O stretch 

 3 500–3 200
 1 680–1 630 

C=O stretch is very strong
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22  Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2)

Infrared spectra
1. What easily identifiable peaks would you expect to see for the IR spectrum of the molecule with the 

following structure?

CH2 CH C
O

CH3

 

 

 
2. Use the table under Useful diagnostic molecular vibrations (see page 21) to find two easily identifiable 

stretches in the IR spectrum following. Give the type of stretch and the approximate wavenumber at which 
it occurs.

4 000 3 500 3 000 2 500 2 000 1 500 1 000 500

transmittance / %

wavenumber / cm–1
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Answers
p.  86
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13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
The nuclei of some atoms, such as 13C (1.1% natural abundance), have nuclear spin, and behave like tiny 
magnets. In a strong external magnetic field they will either line up with the field (lower energy state) or against it 
(higher energy state).

Electromagnetic radiation of about 300 MHz (radio waves) will change the nuclear spin from the lower energy 
state to the higher energy state. The absorption of energy (% signal strength) is measured against a scale 
known as ‘chemical shift’ (symbol δ; measures frequency differences in ppm). This is useful because not all 13C 
atoms have the same chemical shift – the chemical shift varies with the chemical (electronic) environment that 
each 13C atom is found in. Surrounding electrons ‘shield’ the nucleus to a small extent from the external field. In 
situations of high electron density, the shielding effect, hence chemical shift, is greatest.

Identifying structure using chemical shift
The chemical shift can help identify the structure that the carbon atom is found in.

Table of typical chemical shifts in 13C NMR spectra
Where a C atom is screened, it is that carbon to which the chemical shift refers.

Carbon environment Chemical shift (ppm)

C=O (in ketones) 205–220

C=O (in aldehydes) 190–200

C=O (in carboxylic acids) 170–185

C=O (in amides and esters) 170–175

C=C (in alkenes) 115–140

RCO2CH2R’ (esters) 60–80

RCH2OH 50–65

RCH2Cl 40–45

RCH2Br 30–40

RCH2NH2 37–45

R3CH 25–35

CH3CO– 20–30

R2CH2 16–25

RCH3 10–15

NMR spectroscopes can be quite large …
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24  Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2)

Number of peaks and number of different chemical environments
The number of peaks in the spectrum is a measure of the number of different chemical environments for the carbon atoms.

Example  
hexane, CH3 –CH2 –CH2 –CH2 –CH2 –CH3

The 13C NMR spectrum for hexane, CH3–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH3, shows three peaks, which indicates 
three different carbon environments. The carbons in identical environments are:
• the two methyl carbons, –CH3 at positions 1 and 6
• the two –CH2– carbons at positions 2 and 5
• the two –CH2– carbons at positions 3 and 4.

ethanol, CH3 –CH2OH

The 13C NMR spectrum for ethanol, CH3–CH2OH, shows two peaks:
• one for the methyl carbon, –CH3

• one for the –CH2OH carbon.

Interpreting the 13C NMR spectrum
When interpreting 13C NMR spectra:
• count the number of peaks, to find the number of different carbon environments
• match the chemical shift of each peak to a particular chemical structure for the carbon atom, using the 

preceding table NMR chemical shifts
• draw a structure for the molecule which fits the information obtained from the 13C NMR spectrum and the 

molecular formula.

Example – sample with molecular formula C4H6O

• Four peaks indicate four different 
carbon environments.

• Peak at about 200 indicates carbon in 
C=O bond (considerable down-field 
shift due to electron-withdrawing 
properties of double-bonded oxygen).

• Peaks at 137 and 129 indicate C 
atoms at either end of C=C bond.

• Peak at 26 is a methyl, –CH3, carbon.

The structure of a compound which fits 
could be:

  CH2 CH C
O

CH3

δ ppm
 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0

CH3  CH2  CH2  CH2  CH2  CH3

➌➋➊ ➍ ➎ ➏

The values in a spectrum may not be an exact match to 
those in the NMR chemical shifts table. They should be close 
– but there could be other factors which influence the value, 
such as different attached groups.
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Demonstrate understanding of spectroscopic data in chemistry 25

Number of peaks and number of different chemical environments
The number of peaks in the spectrum is a measure of the number of different chemical environments for the carbon atoms.

Example 
hexane, CH3 –CH2 –CH2 –CH2 –CH2 –CH3

The 13C NMR spectrum for hexane, CH3–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH2–CH3, shows three peaks, which indicates 
three different carbon environments. The carbons in identical environments are:
• the two methyl carbons, –CH3 at positions 1 and 6
• the two –CH2– carbons at positions 2 and 5
• the two –CH2– carbons at positions 3 and 4.

ethanol, CH3–CH2OH

The 13C NMR spectrum for ethanol, CH3–CH2OH, shows two peaks:
• one for the methyl carbon, –CH3

• one for the –CH2OH carbon.

Interpreting the 13C NMR spectrum
When interpreting 13C NMR spectra:
• count the number of peaks, to find the number of different carbon environments
• match the chemical shift of each peak to a particular chemical structure for the carbon atom, using the 

preceding table NMR chemical shifts
• draw a structure for the molecule which fits the information obtained from the 13C NMR spectrum and the 

molecular formula.

Example – sample with molecular formula C4H6O

• Four peaks indicate four different 
carbon environments.

• Peak at about 200 indicates carbon in 
C=O bond (considerable down-field 
shift due to electron-withdrawing 
properties of double-bonded oxygen).

• Peaks at 137 and 129 indicate C 
atoms at either end of C=C bond.

• Peak at 26 is a methyl, –CH3, carbon.

The structure of a compound which fits 
could be:

CH2 CH C
O

CH3

δ ppm
200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0

CH3 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3

➌➋➊ ➍ ➎ ➏

The values in a spectrum may not be an exact match to 
those in the NMR chemical shifts table. They should be close 
– but there could be other factors which influence the value, 
such as different attached groups.

13C NMR spectra
1. For each of the following four isomers of butanol:

• give the number of different carbon environments
• state the number of peaks you would expect to see in each isomer’s 13C NMR spectrum.

Isomer of butanol
Number of different carbon 

environments
Number of peaks expected 

in 13C NMR

a. CH3CH2CH2CH2 OH

b.
CH3CH2CHCH3

OH

c. CH3CCH3

OH

CH3

d.
CH3CHCH2OH

CH3

2.

 250 200 150 100 50 0 –50

signal strength / %
13C NMR spectrum

chemical shift / ppm

100.0

90.0

80.0

70.0

60.0

50.0

40.0

30.0

20.0

10.0

00.0

a. How many different carbon environments are shown in the 13C NMR spectrum? Explain your answer.
Ignore the solvent peak – the short peak at about 75 ppm.

Answers
p. 86
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26  Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2)

b. Use the NMR chemical shifts table to identify the different carbon environments.

Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is not, strictly speaking, a ‘spectroscopic’ method, since no light passes through the sample. 
It is used in conjunction with other spectroscopic methods to help complete the picture of a molecular structure.

The mass spectrometer typically converts the sample molecules into a stream of positively charged ions which 
are then accelerated through a magnetic field. The amount each ion is deflected by the field is measured by 
a detector. The deflection will be proportional to the charge/mass ratio of the ion – lower-mass particles are 
deflected more by the field than those of higher mass (but the same charge); more highly charged ions will be 
deflected more than those of lower charge (but the same mass). These two factors are combined to give the 
mass/charge ratio.

The mass spectrum of a substance shows peaks which give the relative abundance of a species against mass/
charge (m/z). The most obvious peak at the highest m/z value corresponds to the molecular ion (the ion of the 
complete molecule) and the molar mass can be obtained from this. Peaks will also be observed for the fragments 
of larger molecules.

To interpret a mass spectrum, it is important to look at:
•	 the position of peaks
•	 the differences between the masses of the peaks.

Example – pentane, CH3CH2CH2CH2CH3

The mass spectrum of pentane shows the highest mass ion has an m/z value of 72 (i.e. m/z = 72). This 
must represent the largest ion produced within the mass spectrometer. It is reasonable to assume this 
is the ion of the complete molecule, CH3CH2CH2CH2CH3

+, so the molar mass, M, of pentane is 72. This 
peak represents the molecule containing the lowest mass isotopes of all the atoms present.

m/z 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

relative
abundance

Simplified mass spectrum of pentane – CH3CH2CH2CH2CH3

72

The peaks of lower mass than 72 must represent the ionised fragments of the pentane molecule. These 
peak heights may be higher than that for the molecular ion, which indicates that a large % of the 
molecules have been fragmented.

The tallest peak is called the base peak – it is the commonest fragment to be formed and is often a particularly 
stable ion or has been formed in more than one way during fragmentation.
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The following lower mass peaks in the pentane mass spectrum represent possible carbocation fragments:
 m/z = 57 CH3CH2CH2CH2

+

 m/z = 43 CH3CH2CH2
+

 m/z = 29 CH3CH2
+

 m/z = 15 CH3
+

Branched alkanes will generally fragment at a branch point to form carbocations. 

Example – 2-methylbutane, CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH3

2-methylbutane, CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH3, will fragment to form strong peaks for the ions CH3C+HCH3 (m/z = 43) 
and CH3C+HCH2CH3 (m/z = 57), showing the extra stability of the secondary carbocations.

Important mass spectrum characteristics for different organic structures
•	 If present, double bonds and cyclic structures stabilise the molecular ion and increase the likelihood that 

M+ will appear in a spectrum.
•	 Splitting often occurs at the C–C bond of the carbon connected to an electronegative atom such as the OH in 

an alcohol or the N in an amine; this means a common fragment in the mass spectrum of a primary alcohol 
will be CH2OH+

 (m/z = 31), while for primary amines it will be CH2NH2
+

 (m/z = 30).
•	 In a haloalkane such as 1-bromobutane, the M+

 ion commonly splits at the C–Br bond, producing a base 
peak at m/z = 57 for the fragment CH3CH2CH2CH2

+
.

•	 Alcohols often have no significant M+
 peak, but they can lose water to form an (M – 18)+ peak.

•	 Ketones often have a strong M+
 peak, and usually undergo splitting (bond breaking) at the carbon attached 

to the C=O, e.g. pentan-2-one base peak is at m/z = 43 due to CH3C=O+
.

•	 There are no significant peaks from (M – 3) to (M – 14), so if these ‘appear’ in a spectrum it is a sign the peak 
with the highest m/z value is not the molecular ion M+.

Some common mass fragments formed by organic molecules are given in the table following.

Relative mass Ion fragments

15 CH3
+

17 OH+

28 CO+

29 CH3CH2
+ or CHO+

31 CH3O+ or CH2OH+

43 C3H7
+ or CH3CO+

45 COOH+

57 C4H9
+ or C2H5CO+

If fragments can be identified from their mass (and this is not always possible!), this may give some information 
about the structure of the molecule. Fragments are not generally used to diagnose a structure, but can be used to 
confirm a structure that has been proposed using other evidence.

Example

pentan-2-one, CH3COCH2CH2CH3, and pentan-3-one, CH3CH2COCH2CH3, can be distinguished as follows:
• pentan-2-one forms both +COCH3 and +COCH2CH2CH3, which show strong peaks at m/z = 43 and  

m/z = 71
• pentan-3-one forms only +COCH2CH3, giving one strong peak at m/z = 51
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28  Achievement Standard 91388 (Chemistry 3.2)

Note: In high-resolution mass spectrometry, smaller peaks may show up at a higher m/z value than M. This is 
because the ions detected contain all the possible combinations of naturally occurring isotopes of the elements 
in the molecule. Each different isotope has a different mass, so the molecular ion and its fragments may be 
observed as isotopic ion clusters, varying by 1 or 2 atomic mass units within the cluster.

The lowest-mass isotope of each element is usually by far the most abundant, so the peaks for the higher-mass 
isotope ions are usually not significant. The exceptions are chlorine and bromine, where the natural abundance 
of the higher-mass isotope is significant, and the molecular ion will show up as a double peak, two atomic mass 
units apart – e.g. 35Cl and 37Cl; 79Br and 81Br.

Example – 2-chloropropane, CH3CHCH3

Cl

m/z 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

relative
abundance

Simplified mass spectrum of 2-chloropropane – CH3CHCH3

Cl

M + 2
M65

63

For the 2-chloropropane spectrum:
• the two peaks at m/z = 78 and m/z = 80 are exactly two mass units apart – this indicates Cl or Br 

is present
• the fragment labelled M at m/z = 78 indicates the molar mass (it contains the lower-mass isotope 

of the halogen)
• the peaks at 63 and 65 represent ion fragments which have lost CH3 (mass is 15 lower)
• there is no m/z = 45 peak (i.e. 43 + 2) next to the 43 peak – this indicates that the particular 

fragment does not contain the halogen atom; it must be the CH3CHCH3
+ fragment

• the difference in mass between the molar mass, M, and the mass of the fragment, 78 – 43 = 35, 
can be used to calculate the mass of the halogen – in this case the halogen must be chlorine, 
which has molar mass 35.

Points to note:
• if the highest-mass cluster has two significant peaks which are 

two mass units apart, then the molecule contains Cl or Br
• if the molar mass, M, is an odd number, there will be one 

nitrogen atom in the molecule (and if the molar mass, M, is an 
even number, there are no nitrogen atoms in the molecule – if 
only considering molecules with O or one N atom)

• there is no way to identify an oxygen atom within a molecule 
by mass spectrometry (however, IR spectroscopy provides very 
good diagnostic peaks for oxygen-containing bonds). A mass spectrometer
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Achievement Standard 91387 (Chemistry 3.1)
Colorimetric analysis (page 5)
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Concentration [FeSCN]2+ (mg L–1)

Absorbance of iron solution  
against Fe concentration

Concentration of Fe in unknown sample = 3.1 mg L–1 (to 2 significant 
figures).

Volumetric analysis (page 6)
1. Preparing a standard solution (1)
 a. i. 122.05 – 116.48 g = 5.57 g

  ii. n = 
m
M

 = 5.57 g 
106 g mol–1

 = 0.0525 mol

 b. c = 
n
V  = 

0.0525 mol
0.250 L 

 = 0.210 mol L–1

 c. n = cV = 0.210 mol L–1 × 0.02000 L = 0.00420 mol

2. Preparing a standard solution (2)
 n = cV = 0.0125 mol L–1 × 0.500 L

  = 6.25 × 10–3 mol

 m(Fe(NO3)3.9H2O) = nM = 6.25 × 10–3 mol × 403.9 g mol–1

    = 2.52 g

3. Diluting a standard solution
  0.100 mol L–1: Take 10.0 mL of standard 1.00 mol L–1 and dilute to 

exactly 100 mL in flask

  0.080 mol L–1: Take 8.0 mL of standard 1.00 mol L–1 and dilute to 
exactly 100 mL in flask  
0.060 mol L–1: Take 6.0 mL of standard 1.00 mol L–1 and dilute to 
exactly 100 mL in flask … etc.

4. Volumetric calculations
 a. i. n(KMnO4) = c × V

   = 0.0250 mol L–1 × 0.02250 L = 5.625 × 10–4 mol

  ii. mol ratio Fe2+ : MnO4
– = 5 : 1 (from equation)

   So, mol Fe2+ = 5 × 5.625 × 10–4 = 2.813 × 10–3 mol

  iii. c(Fe2+) = n
V

 = 
2.813 × 10–3 mol

0.0200 L 
 

= 0.141 mol L–1

  iv.  Colourless/very pale green (Fe2+) to pink (slight excess of 
MnO4

–).

 b. i. From titration:

   n(K2Cr2O7) = c × V

   = 0.0102 mol L–1 × 0.01542 L = 1.573 × 10–4 mol

   mol ratio Fe2+ : Cr2O7
2– = 6 : 1 (from equation)

    So, mol Fe2+ = 6 × 1.573 × 10–4  
= 9.437 × 10–4 mol in 25.00 mL of solution

   In 250 mL of this solution:

   mol Fe2+ = 10 × 9.437 × 10–4 mol = 9.437 × 10–3 mol

    Mass of Fe2+ in 9.437 × 10–3 mol =  
n × M(molar mass Fe) = 9.437 × 10–3 mol × 55.9 g mol–1  
= 0.528 g (to 3 sig. fig) in 45.5 g sample of fertiliser

  ii. % (w/w) Fe2+ in sample = 0.528
45.5 

 × 100 = 1.16%

 c. i.  Starch forms a dark blue complex with iodine, and a sharp 
colour change from blue to colourless is observed at the 
equivalence point.

  ii. From titration:

   n(Na2S4O6) = c × V

   = 0.100 mol L–1 × 0.01225 L = 1.225 × 10–3 mol

   mol ratio I2 : S4O6
2– = 1 : 2 (from second equation)

   So, mol I2 = ½ × 1.225 × 10–3 = 6.125 × 10–4 mol

   mol ratio OCl– : I2 = 1 : 1 (from first equation)

   So, mol OCl–

   = 6.125 × 10–4 mol (in 20.0 mL of diluted solution)

   c(OCl–) in diluted solution = 
n
V

 

   = 6.125 × 10–4 mol
0.0200 L 

 = 0.0306 mol L–1

   c(OCl–) in original solution

   = 
250 mL
25 mL 

 

× 0.0306 mol L–1 = 0.306 mol L–1

  iii. c(OCl–) = 0.306 mol L–1 

   = 0.306 mol L–1 × 51.5 g mol–1 = 15.8 g L–1
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Achievement Standard 91388 
(Chemistry 3.2)
Infrared spectra (page 22)
1. • C=C–H stretch at just above 3 000 cm–1

 • C–H stretch at just below 3 000 cm–1

 • C=O stretch at about 1 715 cm–1

2. C–H stretch – strong peaks at just below 3 000 cm–1

 N–H stretch – weak peaks at 3 400–3 300 cm–1 (the double peak 
shows two separate N–H bonds present)

13C NMR spectra (page 25)

1. a. 4 4

b. 4 4

c. 2 2  The three CH3 carbons are identical

d. 3 3  The two CH3 carbons are identical

2. a.  Three peaks indicate three different chemical environments for 
C atoms.

 b. Peak at about 15 ppm represents –CH3

  Peak at about 25 ppm represents –CH2–

  Peak at about 45 ppm represents –CH2NH2

Mass spectra (page 29)
1. a.  m/z = 59 is the highest-occurring significant peak, so molar 

mass, M, is 59

 b. M is an odd number, which means there is a N atom present.

 c. There is no (M + 2) peak; means a halogen atom is not present.

 d.  The peak at m/z = 30 is called the base peak. The molecular ion 
has fragmented to form a large percentage of ions with this mass 
(in this case, m/z = 30 is likely to be the +CH2NH2 ion).

2. A = CH3CH2CH2OH+

 B = C3H7O+ or (M – 1)+

 C = CH2CH2OH+ or (M – 15)+

 D = CH2OH+

 E = CH3CH2
+

3. The fragment commonly formed is that involving breaking the C–C 
bond adjacent to the C–OH bond. Thus the base peak for propan-2-ol is 
CH3CHOH+ (m/z 45), whereas for propan-1-ol it is CH2OH+ (m/z 31).

Combined information from all types of spectra (page 31)
1. a. IR spectrum:

  • broad peak at about 3 300 cm–1, indicating –OH

  • strong peak at about 1 750 cm–1, indicating C=O

  Both these together indicate a carboxylic acid.

 b.  13C NMR: Three peaks due to three different C environments (the 
two CH3 are identical):

  • –CH3 at about 10–15 ppm

  • –CH2– at about 16–25 ppm

  • –C=O at about 170–185 ppm

 c. Molecular ion at m/z = 88, so molar mass is 88

2. a. i. IR spectrum:

   • peak just below 3 000 cm–1 is C–H stretch

   • peak at 1 750 cm–1 is C=O stretch

   • peak at 1 200 cm–1 is C–O stretch

   • no O–H, N–H, or C=C peaks present.

  ii. 13C NMR:

   • five peaks indicate five different carbon environments

   • peak at 175 ppm indicates C=O

   • peak at 60 ppm indicates –CH2–O–

   • peak at 25 indicates –CH2C=O

   •  peaks at 12 and 15 ppm indicate –CH3 carbons (not 
identical).

  iii. Mass spectrum:

   •  highest mass peak is at m/z = 102; thus molar mass, 
M, is 102

   • N atom or halogen atom not present

   •  base peak at m/z = 57 could be CH3CH2C=O+ (since 
IR gives evidence of an ester)

   •  peak at m/z = 43 is not a strong peak so CH3C=O+ 
is unlikely.

 b.  •  Contains C=O bond and C–O bond but no O–H bond, 
so probably an ester; five different carbon environments; 
molar mass 102.

  •  Possible esters – either ethyl propanoate or propyl 
ethanoate.

   •  Can eliminate propyl ethanoate, as it would show a strong 
peak at m/z = 43 (acylium ion, CH3C=O+).

   •  Base peak at m/z = 57 indicates CH3CH2C=O+, so 
molecule is ethyl propanoate, OCH3CH2C CH2CH3

O
3. a.  IR spectrum: Peaks at about 2 900 cm–1 showing C–H bonds; 

peak at 600 cm–1 showing C–Br (not so obvious as in fingerprint 
region); no peaks showing O–H, C=O, C–O, or C=C observed.

 b.  13C NMR: Three distinct peaks at about 15, 25, 35 ppm – 
showing three different carbon environments (one for each of 
–CH3, –CH2–, and –CH2Br in that order).

 c.  Mass spectrum: Two peaks at m/z = 123 and 125 with similar 
heights (almost equal % of each Br isotope); strong peak at m/z 
= 43 for CH3CH2CH2

+ fragment.

4. a. i.  IR spectrum: Peaks just below 3 000 cm–1 indicate C–H stretch.

   Broad peak at 3 400 cm–1 indicates O – H stretch (alcohol).

   No C=C, C–O or C=O peaks (not ketone or ester).

  ii.  13C NMR: Three peaks, so three different carbon 
environments:

   • peak at about 65 ppm indicates R–CH2OH (an alcohol)

   • peak at about 25 ppm indicates CH2–CH2OH

   • peak at 15 ppm indicates CH3 –

  iii.  Mass spectrum: Molecular ion at m/z = 60, so molar mass 
= 60, molecular formula must be C3H8O (base peak at m/z 
= 31 could be +CH2OH, since IR indicates an alcohol).

 b.  Compound is an alcohol, with three different carbon 
environments, so must be a primary alcohol.

  Structure must be:

  CH3–CH2–CH2–OH (since mass = 60)

Practice 91388 assessment questions (page 36)
1. a.  Ethanol – as the broad peak at 3 300 cm–1 would be due to the 

O–H group, while the lack of a peak between 1 680 cm–1 and 
1 750 cm–1 means there is no C=O group.

 b.  Propanal – the sharp peak at 1 715 cm–1 indicates a C=O group 
but it is not propanone as this would be a symmetric molecule 
with only two peaks in the 13C NMR.

 c.  Methyl methanoate – as the fragments at 29 and 31 correspond to 
HCO+ and CH3O+
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